Global EZ-VPN Solution
Make it Easy and Cost-Effective to Manage Your Global Business Communications
An Essential Tool to Grow Your Global Business

In today’s economy, enterprises in all types of businesses are facing the challenge of
increasingly complex network structure when expanding business globally. Your
corporate and partner sites have to connect business across multiple locations and further
integrate data and voice traffic over a scalable, economical, and dependable network while
constrained by limited resources and budgets. Businesses are looking for viable value-added,
cost-effective VPN solutions for meeting these needs.

KEY FEATURES
• Global reach of the MPLS-based
CHTG network architecture
• High network reliability by
interconnecting to CHT Global
MPLS-VPN backbone
• Enriched private network with
any-to-any routing capability
• Cost –eﬀective solution with
integrated VPN services
• Easy installation and upgrades
with existing Internet access and
network infrastructure

CHTG EZ-VPN provides your business with a low-cost solution with flexible connectivity and
better performing quality for your unique network requirement. The CHTG EZ-VPN offering
is an enhanced VPN service which is based on the CHTG’s MPLS-VPN solution. You don’t need
additional configuration on your site. CHTG EZ-VPN allows you to easily connect through
Internet without any changes so as to benefit from a price premium while also enjoy quality
any-to-any connectivity. CHT Global has its specialization in worldwide network coverage,
particularly in Asia. Utilizing CHTG’s reliable core network and MPLS technology, EZ-VPN
offers you an easy step to connect global.

Overview

• An integration of IPsec VPN and MPLS-VPN with a cost-eﬀective solution
• Use customer existing Internet for local loop; no extra circuit or IT change route needed
• Install an EZ-VPN Customer Premises Equipment at customer site using secure IPsec
encryption
• Ensure reliable traﬃc quality once VPN traﬃc goes into CHT Global MPLS-VPN backbone
• Provide a backup option for customer’s existing MPLS-VPN route

CHT Global EZ-VPN Solution

• Quality network management
and monitoring with 24x7
customer services
• Back up MPLS-VPN for corporate
VPN total solutions

EZ-VPN
•
•

MPLS-VPN

Accompany MPLS-VPN to build a comprehensive IPVPN network
Use EZ-VPN as MPLS-IPVPN’s Backup Route when T1-IPVPN is interrupted
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Global EZ-VPN Solution
Enhanced VPN Solution Based On MPLS-VPN Backbone

KEY BENEFITS
• Security: Enhanced security within
CHT Global MPLS-VPN core network
architecture
• Reliability: Quality network with
reliability, any-to-any connection
for all sites
• Cost-Effectiveness: Cost savings
by deploying technology resources
efficiently
• Simplification: Simplified, fast
installation without additional
configuration changes
• Satisfaction: Powered by world-class
CHT Global management; 24x7
English and Mandarin customer
support from CHTG NOC
• Total Solutions: Global VPN total
solutions, specially in Asia
infrastructure. Build comprehensive
VPN solutions by leveraging EZ-VPN
as a backup mechanism for
MPLS-VPN service management

CHTG EZ‐VPN is the expansion of the CHTG’s existent MPLS‐VPN architecture. MPLS‐VPN
utilizes MPLS technology to provide a private network where the scalability, security, and
service capabilities are successfully improved. EZ‐VPN solution allows you to use your own
Internet access to interconnect to CHTG’s MPLS‐VPN backbone. In this way, you build an
enhanced network by leveraging CHTG’s reliable worldwide MPLS‐VPN infrastructure.

Cost Eﬃciency Without Additional Configuration Eﬀort

EZ‐VPN is ideal for small/midsize businesses or remote offices with minimum IT requirement.
EZ‐VPN solution is designed to build on your existent Internet infrastructure without
configuring multiple devices on your site. CHT Global implements one‐time installation of a
Customer Premises Equipment utilizing IPSec data encryption for your optimal security. You
optimize your VPN operation costs and benefit from the stability in international transmission.

Enabling Multi‐point Connectivity on VPN Solution

The traditional IPSec VPN limits the end‐to‐end connection over Internet. A problem that
occurs at one part of the network could lead to loss in overall connection. To solve the
problem, EZ‐VPN allows you to connect to the CHTG’s MPLS‐VPN backbone so that
multi‐point connectivity is guaranteed, thereby enhancing your network connection.

Customer Satisfaction with world‐class IT Management Services

EZ‐VPN features CHT Global’s 24x7 Network Operations Center (NOC) support. You do not need
to worry about maintaining IT system on your own any more. Our professionals of NOC around
the world handles network management that supports you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Oﬀering A Backup Route for Existing MPLS‐VPN Solution

If you are already using CHTG’s MPLS‐VPN solution, EZ‐VPN can further provide you with
a backup mechanism for your existing MPLS‐VPN service. When the primary local loop of
your MPLS‐VPN service is down, the VPN traffic will be automatically directed to EZ‐VPN
route. In this way, CHT Global guarantees you the most reliable traffic quality without
service interruption anytime,anywhere.

Choose Right from CHT Global’s Comprehensive VPN Solutions

CHT Global offers cutting‐edge solutions with over 15 years of experience, assisting our
customers to succeed in their network environment across the world. Moreover, CHT Global
partnerships with top ISPs in USA to offer over 150Gbps total bandwidth for IP transit. Let us
help customize your most compelling individual VPN services.

CHT Global is the wholly-owned US
subsidiary of Chunghwa Telecom, the
largest telecommunication company
in Taiwan. Since 2002, CHT Global has
helped numerous enterprises achieve
their targeted goals while reducing
customer side complexity by providing
industry leading multi-site network
solutions through its global backbone
infrastructure and world-class service.

For additional products and services
information, please contact CHT Global
at 1-877-998-1898, or visit
www.chtglobal.com.
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